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ABSTRACT 
On a subshift of finite type (SFT) we introduce a pseudometric d given by a 
nonnegative matrix B satisfying the cycle condition. We show that the Hausdorff 
dimension of this SFT with respect o d is given by the Mauldin-Williams formula. If 
the ratio of the logarithms of any two nonzero entries of B is rational, we show that 
this Hausdorff dimension can be expressed essentially in terms of the logarithm of the 
spectral radius of a certain digraph. We apply our results to the Hausdorff dimension 
of the limit set of finitely generated free groups of isometrics of infinite trees. To each 
finitely generated subgroup G of a given finite]y generated free group F, we attach an 
invariant p(G), which gives the rate of growth of all words G of length 1 at most with 
respect o a fixed set of minimal generators of F. We show that p(G) is the spectral 
radius of a digraph A(G) induced by G. Then H <~ G <~ F ~ p(G) >~ p(H). 
Moreover, p(G) = p(H) ~ [G: H] < o~. © 1998 Elsevier Science Inc. 
0. INTRODUCTION 
It is well-accepted fact that the notion of Hausdorff dimension of a set S 
in a metric space X is a major concept in modern dynamical systems, 
geometry, and geometrical group theory. See for example [5, 14, 10] and their 
references. In many cases S turns out to be a subshift of a finite type (SFT). 
It is well known (see [7]) that a SFT can be identified with the following 
object. Let (n )  = {1 . . . . .  n}, and consider a digraph F c (n )  × (n) .  As- 
sume that F contains a cycle. Then any SFT can be identified with F ~, the 
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set of all infinite paths in F: (a~) 1, (a 1, a~+ 1) ~ F, i = 1 . . . . .  F ~ is a compact 
space with respect o the Tychonoff (product) topology, which is also induced 
by a metric d : F ~ × F ~ ~ R+. Then one can attach a metric invariant o F~: 
its Hausdorff dimension dim n, d F~" The invariant dim n, d F~ depends on the 
choice of the metric d. It is well known that if d' is a Lipschitz equivalent 
metric to d on F ~, then dimn, d F~ = dim n, d' F~. Recall that two metrics 
d, d' : X × X ~ R+ are called Lipschitz equivalent if there exists K ~> 1 
such that 
d(x, y) 
K 
- -  .< y)  .< y)  y x .  (o.1)  
Assume that d : X × X ~ R+. We call d a pseudometric if there exists a 
metric d' and K >/ 1 for which (0.1) holds. For a pseudometric d let 
dimn, d X := dimn, d, X be the Hausdorff dimension of X with respect o d. 
Let F c (n )  × (n) .  Suppose that B = (bij) ~ is nonnegative, i.e. B >/ 0, 
and denote by F(B)  c (n )  × (n )  its induced digraph. B is said to have the 
F-cycle property if for any (directed) cycle in F 
tO (i j)~+l E F k+l ' = , z~+ 1 = i  1, ij ~ i  l, l~ j  < l  <~k, 
we have k I-Ij=lbijij+l < 1. Let B >~ O, F(B)  D F, and assume that F has a 
F ~ F ~ cycle. Define d s : × ~ R+ as follows: 
ds(  a, a) = O, a ~ F~; 
ds(a ,b  ) = ds (b ,a  ) = 1, 
a = (a , ) l ,b  = (b,)  1 ~ F ®, max(la I -b l l  , la d -b21  ) > 0; (0.2) 
p-2 
dB(a,  b) = I--I b . . . . . .  , 
i=1  
a = (a , ) l ,b  = (bi)  1 ~ F ~, al =b t . . . . .  ap_ 1 =bp_l, ap #bp,3  <~p. 
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Our paper is organized in the following way: In Section 1 we show that 
d 8 is a pseudometrie f B has the F-cycle property. Furthermore, if F is 
strongly connected and contains more than one cycle (i.e., F °~ is an infinite 
set), then d B is a pseudometric iff B has the F-cycle property. This result is a 
corollary of the theorem of Engel and Schneider [4] (see Section 1). 
In Section 2 we re-prove the Mauldin-Williams formula [15] for dim n. B F= 
for the Hausdorff dimension of F = with respect o a nonnegative matrix B, 
where F(B) = F and B has the F-cycle property. Assume in addition that all 
positive entries of B are of the form bij = e-h"% h > 0, where mij is a 
positive integer. On each directed edge (i,j) ~ F insert mij - 1 additional 
vertices to obtain a directed chain of length mij + 1. Call the resulting raph 
A, and let p(A) denote its spectral radius. We show that dimH. B F~ = 
[log p(A)]/h. More generally, assume that the ratio of the logarithms of any 
two nonzero entries of B is rational. Then there exists a digraph A and h > 0 
such that dimH. 8 F= = [log p(A)]/h. We restate the Mauldin-Williams (nec- 
essary and sufficient) conditions for the existence of a positive finite Haus- 
dorff measure on F ~. 
In Section 3 we consider an infinite locally finite tree ~'-= (V, E) where V 
is the set of vertices and E is the set of edges. Let a~Y- be identified with all 
infinite chains (geodesics) from a t~Lxed point o ~ V. For a fixed h > 0 and 
c~, c 2 ~ 0 Jwe let dist(c 1, c 2) = e -mh, where m is the length of the common 
chain of c 1, c. z. Then 0,9'- is compact with respect o the metric dist. Denote 
by Aut(J)  the group of isometries with respect o the standard graph metric 
on J.. Assume that G ~< Aut(3-) is finitely generated and acts freely, i.e., no 
g ~ G, g ~ e has a fixed point. It is known that G is a free group [19]. One 
defines A(G) c 0J,, the limit set of G, as the set of accumulation points of 
Go on 0J.. Using the results of Section 2, we show that dimn A(G), the 
Hausdorff dimension of A(G) with respect o the metric dist, is equal to 
[log p(A(G))]/h for a certain digraph A(G) induced by G. A different 
formula for dim n A(G), using essentially the Mauldin-Williams formula, is 
given in [12]. 
In Section 4 we fix a free finitely generated group F. For each finitely 
generated subgroup G ~< F we let p(G) denote the rate of growth of all 
words in G, of length 1 at most, expressed as reduced words in a fixed set of 
minimal generators of F. We construct a digraph A(G) and show that its 
spectral radius is p(G). Let H be a finitely generated subgroup of G. Then 
p(G) >1 p(H), and the equality holds iff [G : H] < oo. 
In Section 4 we discuss the applications of our results to finitely generated 
free groups of the modular group. We show that if H ~< G are two finitely 
generated subgroups of the modular group, then the Hausdorff dimensions of 
their limit sets (as Fuchsian groups) are equal if and only if [G : H] < oo. 
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Let A = (au)  ~ be a complex valued matrix. Let F (A)  c (n} X (n )  
denote the graph induced by A: ( i , j )  ~ F(A)  ~ lau[ > 0. Let p(A)be  the 
spectral radius of A. For  a positive integer n and F c (u> x (n}  let A(F)  
be the n x n 0-1 matrix induced by the digraph F, i.e. F (A(F ) )  := F. Set 
p (F )  = p(A(F ) ) .  Assume that F has a cycle, and define 
F 1 = (n>; 
r p = {x  = (X i )P l  : (X i ,  X ,= I )~ F ,  i = 1 , . . . ,  p -  1}, 
p = 2 , . . . ,  
r , i=  1 . . . .  }. 
We view F = as a compact topological space in the standard Tychonoff 
(product) topology. 
Let F(1) := F, and define F (m)  c F"  × F"  for m > 1 as follows: 
r (m)  = {(a, b) :a  = (a , )  1 , b = (h i )  1 E r", 
ai+ 1 =bi ,  i=  1 . . . . .  m- l} ,  m=2 . . . . .  
Clearly, any a ~ F ~ induces a unique element a' ~ F (m)  = and vice versa. 
Let ~,, : F ~ --* F (m)  ~ be the correspondence a *-* a'. A subset X c F :¢ is 
called a strict subshift of a finite type (SSFT) if there exists an m >~ 1 and a 
strict subset A c F(rn), viewed as a digraph on F'" vertices, such that 
~m(x) = a ~. 
LEMMA 1.1. Let F c (n}  X (n},  and assume that F has a cycle. 
Suppose that d: F~X F~o R+ is a metric on F ~ which induces the 
Tychonoff topology on F ~. Assume that d satisfies the B property for a 
nonnegative matrix B, F(B)  D F: 
d(( )" (b )~) b d((a,) °~ (b )~') ai  1 , i 1 ~ pq 2 , i 2 , 
cc 
(a , ) l , (b i ) l  ~ F ~, a 1 =b 1 =p,  a2 =b 2 =q.  
Then d B is a pseudometric which is Lipschitz equivalent o d. Suppose 
furthermore that F is strongly connected and p(F)  > 1. Then B satisfies the 
F-cycle property. 
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Proof. Let D = sups, b ~ r ® d(a, b) be the diameter of F ~ in the metric 
d. Suppose first that a = (a~)7, b = (b~)~  F ~, ax ~ b~. Clearly, d(a, b) ~< 
DdR(a, b). The compactness argument shows that there exists a positive 
E 1 > 0 such that d(a, b) >1 ~1 for any a, b ~ F ~ which differ in the first 
coordinate. Hence d(a, b) >1 EldR(a, b) for all a, b which differ in the first 
coordinate. Similar arguments how that 
egds(a, b) <~ d(a, b) ~< Dds(a, b), 
o0 
a = (a, )  1, b = (b,)  t E F ~°, a 2 #be,  
for some E 2 > 0. Set K = max(D, El -1, e~-l). We claim that (0.1) holds for d 
and d R. Let a ¢= b ~ F ®. If  a, b differ in the first or second coordinate, (0.1) 
holds in view of the above arguments and the definition of  K. I f  a, b have 
exactly p >~ 2 first common coordinates, use the B property of d and d R to 
deduce the claimed inequality from the previous case. Hence d R is a 
pseudometric. 
Assume that F is strongly connected and o(F)  > 1. Let d be a metric 
which satisfies the assumptions of the lemma and F ~ be a compact space 
with respect o d. We claim that B satisfies the F-cycle property. Choose a 
cycle 
(. ~k+ 1 
o) = ~, l j l j= l ,  ik+ 1 = i l ,  1 ~ k <~ n. 
and let B(to) = Fl)bijg+ ,. Since F is strongly connected and o(F)  > 1, the 
digraph F contains an additional edge. By changing the starting vertex we 
may assume that (i 1, l) ~ F, l ~ i 2. Let a = (aj)~ ~ F ~ be a periodic vector 
with a, = i I for i - 1 (mod k). Our assumptions imply the existence of the 
J J 
following vector: 
b(q) = (bj(q))~ ~ F', 
b~(q) =a/, j=  1 . . . . .  qk + 1, bqk+2(q ) =l.  
Clearly, the sequence b(q), q = 1 . . . . .  converges to a in the Tychonoff 
topology. As d induces the Tychonoff  topology, it follows that 
lira 9 _+~ d(b(q), a) = O. As d R is a Lipschitz equivalent pseudometric to d, it 
follows that l imq_~ dR(b(q),a)= O. Observe next that dR(b(q),a)= 
B(to) q. Hence B(to) < 1. • 
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Lot B =(bt j ) l ,  0 -<b ,< 1, i i - -  1, . ,n .  Then B satisfies theF-eye le  
I J  7 . /  " " 
property for any F c (n )  x (n>. Suppose in addition that F c F (B)  and F 
contains a cycle. It is straightforward to show that d s is a metric on FC 
Moreover d s induces the Tychonoff topology on F ~. We now show that if a 
nonnegative matrix B, F (B)  D F, satisfies the F-cycle property, then there 
exists a matrix C = (cq)~ , 0 <~ cq < 1, i , j  = 1 . . . . .  F (C)  = F, such that d s 
is Lipsehitz equivalent o the metric d c on F . 
Two n × n nonnegative matrices A, B are called diagonally similar if 
B = DAD-1 for some diagonal matrix D with positive diagonal entries. It is 
straightforward to see that if A and B are diagonally similar, then A(to) = 
B(to) for all cycles to in (n )  x (n ) .  Recall the following result due to Engel 
and Schneider [4]. Consult also [6] for related results. 
THEOREM 1.2 [4]. Let B = (bq)l' be a nonnegative matrix. Suppose that 
B satisfies the F(B)-cycle property. Then there exists a nonnegative matrix 
C = (cq)~, cq < 1, i , j  = 1, . . . ,  n, which is diagonally similar to B. 
LEMMA 1.3. Let B, C be two n x n nonnegative nonnilpotent matrices 
which are diagonally similar. Let F c F (B)  = F(C)  be a digraph with a 
cycle. Then d B and d c are equivalent on F ~, i.e., (0.1) holds for d = d s, 
d' = d c. Suppose furthermore that B has the. F-cycle property. Then there 
exists A = (a~j)p, 0 <~ aq < 1, with the following property: F(A)  = F, and 
A(to) = B(to) for every cycle to of F. In particular, d a and d n are a metric 
and a pseudometric respectively on F ~ which are Lipschitz equivalent. 
Furthermore, dA induces the Tychonoff topology on F ~. Assume finally that 
there exists 0 < 7 < 1 such that bq = r~'J, mq ~ Z, ( i , j )  ~ F. Then the 
above A can be chosen so that it satisfies 
F(A)  = F; a~j =t" ' J ,  1 ~<n~j ~Z,  ( i , j )  ~ F; 
0 <t  = ~.I/L < 1, I~<L~Z.  (1.4) 
Proof. Assume first that B and C are diagonally similar. Set 
KI(B ) = min min b . . . .  1 , 
2<~k<~n, (a i ) l k~ F k 
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,_1 ) 
K2(B) .=max ( max Mb 1,1 ; ..... 
\ 2~k<~n, (a,)lkEr k 
( 'q ) KI (C)  = min min c a ,, + 1 
2<.<k<~n,(ai)kl~F k i i 1' ' 
K2(C)  = max( max k-1 ) 2<~k<~n,(a,)~r k 11~ C~,,,+~, 1 . 
Let a q = (a~) q ~ F q, q > 1. Then a q can be viewed as a path of length 
q - 1 in the digraph F. This path decomposes to cycles plus a chain of length 
n - 1 at most. As B(to) = C(~o) for all cycles o) in F, we deduce 
q-1  K2( B ) q-1 
H ba,a,+~ <~ KI(C ) Ca,a,+ 
i=1  '=  
q- i  K2(C ) q-1 
I - I  ca'a'+l ~< K,( B) ba '  . . . .  " 
i=1  '=  
Hence 
K I (B)  K2(B)  
- -dc (a ,  b) <~ dn(a, b) <-N - -dc (a ,  b),  a, b ~ F =. 
r2 (c  ) K,(C) 
This proves the equivalence of d e and d c. 
Suppose that F c F(B).  Set 
^ n 
/3 = (b, j) l ;  Y( i , j )  q~ F bij = O, V ( i , j )  ~ F /~,1 = b,j. 
Then d~i =de.  Assume that B satisfies the F-cycle property. Clearly, F(/~) 
= F, and B satisfies the F-cycle property. Use Theorem 1.2 to deduce the 
existence of a diagonal matrix D = diag(d I . . . . .  d,,), d i > 0, i = 1 . . . . .  n, 
such that A = DBD-1 and all entries of A are less than 1. Hence A(o)) = 
B(o)) for any cycle o) of F. Furthermore de is Lipschitz equivalent to  d A. As 
d a is a metric on F ~, it follows that d B is pseudometric. Clearly, d A induces 
the Tychonoff topology on F ~. 
Assume furthermore that nonzero entries o f /3  are integral powers of ~'. 
Approximate each d~ with 7 "q~, qi E Q such that the following condition 
holds: For D 1 = d iag( ' / "q l  . . . . .  "7" q") all entries of A t = D 1 BD1 ~ are less than 
1. Then A l is of the form (1.4). • 
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2. HAUSDORFF  D IMENSION OF A SFT INDUCED BY 
MATRICES WITH THE CYCLE PROPERTY 
Mauldin and Williams [15] considered a geometric onstruction of certain 
nonoverlapping n compact sets together with similarity maps. The informa- 
tion about the similarity maps is recorded in terms of a nonnegative matrix B 
such that B has F(B)-cycle property. Then they computed the Hausdorff 
dimension of the constructed set. To state their results we need the following: 
Let A = (a~j)]' be a nonnegative matrix. Set 
x X n 
A ° := ,  (a,j] l, x >~ O. 
Here 0 x = 0 for x >/0. Denote by uk(A) the sum of all entries of A k, k >~ 1. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let B = (bo) ~ be a nonnegative nonnilpotent matrix. Set 
F = F(B), and assume B has the F-cycle property. Then there exists a unique 
6(B) >~ 0 such that 
p (B  °~(8)) = 1, p(B  °~) < 1, x > 6(B) .  
Moreover, 6(B)  > 0 ~ p(F) > 1. 
Proof. Let A = (alj)] n, 0 <~ aq < 1, i , j  = 1 . . . . .  m, be an irreducible 
matrix. Then for each nonzero entry aij the function f i j (x )= ai~j is a 
continuous trictly decreasing function on [0, ~] with f/,(0) = 1 > f,j(c¢) = 0. 
ox ~ ~ . . . .  o~ . As A , x [0, ), is irreducible, it follows that p (A  ) is a strictly decreas- 
ing function of  x [2, 2.1.5]. Since 
1 <~ p(A  °°) = p(F (A) ) ,  p(a  ~) = O, 
we deduce that there exists a unique 6(A)  >~ 0 such that 
1 =p(A  °8(a)), p (A  °*)  < 1, x > 6(A) .  
Note that 6(A)  = 0 ~ p(F(A))  = 1. 
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Assume that B satisfies the assumption of the lemma. According to [4], B 
is diagonally similar to C = (cq)~, 0 <~ cq < 1, i, j = 1 . . . . .  n. Then for each 
x ~ [0, ~], B ° x is diagonally similar to C ° x, i.e., p(B ° x) = p(C o ~). Thus, it 
is enough to prove the lemma for the matrix C. Consider the Frobenius 
lower triangular form of C, e.g. [2, 2.3.6]. Let E 1 . . . . .  Ep be all nonzero 
irreducible diagonal blocks of the Frobenius form of C. (As C is nonnilpo- 
tent, p >/ 1.)Then 
p(c  o') = max p(E ° ' ) ,  x ~ [0oq.  
l <~i<p 
Apply to each E i the arguments in the beginning of the proof of the lemma 
to obtain that 
3(8)  = max 3(~,) .  
l<~iKp 
Clearly, 3(B) = 0 ** p(F) = 1, i.e., each F(Ei) is a cycle. 
THEOREM 2.2 [15]. Let B be a nonnegative nonnilpotent matrix. Set 
F = F(B), and assume that B has a F-cycle property. Consider the SFT F ® 
with the pseudometric (0.2). Denote by dim u, B F= the Hausdorff dimension 
of F ~ with respect o the Lipschitz equivalent metric given by Lemma 1.3, 
i.e. dimn, sF°°:=dimn,  A F~. Then dimu. BF ~ = 3(B), where 3(B) is 
defined in Lemma 2.1. 
Proof. Let d(',- ) be a pseudometric d on F ~. Set 
n(a.  , )  = {b: b ~ r .  d(~, b) ,< ,}.  
Recall the definition of the Hausdorff dimension for F = with respect o the 
pseudometric d. Let 
A ,~=mf  Ej, U V ( , j )=  , j~<,  a , 
~ aJ ~J;~ aJ E.9~ " 
h(d,  a)  = lim A~,. (2.3) 
E- -~0 + 
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Here a >~ 0 is FLood and ~ ig always a finite get. Then dim u F ~ is the unique 
number  such that 
0 for a> dim n F °~, 
h(d ,a )  = 
o¢ for a<d im uF  °°. 
See for example [5]. I f  d, ¢/are two equivalent pseudometrics, then 
h(d ,  a )  = 0 ¢~ h(d ,  a )  = o, h (d ,  a )  = oo ¢~ h(d ,  ~)  = ~. 
Hence the Hausdorff  dimensions of two Lipschitz equivalent pseudometrics 
on F °° coincide. 
Using [4], we may assume that B = (bq)]', 0 <<. b 0 < 1, i, j = 1 . . . . .  n. 
Let  r=max i jbq .  Then 0 < r< 1. Let d be the metric given by (0.2). 
Assume that x > 6(B), where 6(B)  is defined in Lemma 2.1. We now show 
that dim u, B F°° ~< X. 
As usual, let 
Ck(a ) = {b = (b i )  1 • F °° = = . . . , k} ,  a = :b  i a i , i  1, (a i )  1 ~F  ~, 
be the cylinder of length k of F = corresponding to a. Then F ~ has at most 
vk- I (A(F) )  distinct cylinders of length k >/ 1. Furthermore, for k >/n, F °° 
has exactly v k_ I(A(F)) distinct cylinders of length k. This follows from the 
straightforward analysis of the reduced graph of F. See for example [4]. Let 
~k  c F °~ be a finite set which intersects each cylinder of F ~ of length k at 
one point. 
Fix 1 > • > O, and let r k+ 1 < • ~< Tk  k = k(E). Assume that 
oo  oo  
(a , ) l ,  (b i )  1 E F ~°, al = b~, i = 1 . . . . .  p - -  1 ,  ap --/= b e, 2 <~ p. 
Thus, if p >/k + 3 then d(a, b) < •. Consider a cover of F °¢ by cylinders of 
length k + 2: 
aJ E,~q~k +2 
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Let ~j be the minimal nonnegative number  ~ueh that D(aJ, ~j) ~ Ck.z(aJ). 
Clearly, 
k+I  
.) ~ 
Ej = H ba~J)a~i+, 1, aJ = (a~ j )l" (2.4) 
i~ l  
Hence 
aJ E.~k + 2 
As p(B °x) < 1, we deduce that limk_.~ ~k+l(B °x) = 0. From (2.3) it fol- 
lows that h(d, x) = 0. Hence dim//, B F~ ~< x and climn, ~ F ~ ~< 6(B). 
We prove the opposite inequality dimu, B F ~ >t 6(B). I f  6(B) = 0, we 
trivially have dimn, B F ~ >/ 0 = ~(B). We now assume that 6(B)  > 0. Re- 
naming the indices of the n states, we may assume that B is a lower 
triangular matrix such that the first irreducible diagonal block E 1 has the 
property 6(E 1) = 6(B) > 0. l_~t F 1 = F(E1). Then F~ c F ~ is a compact 
subset of F ~. Clearly, dim H, B F~>~ dim n, B F~. We now show that 
dimn, B F~ >1 6(El). Fix 0 < x < 6(E1). 
As the diameters of the cylinders Ck(a) converge uniformly to zero in the 
"metric d, it follows that there exists q(e)  such that for any k ~< q(e),  a ~ F~ 
we have the inclusion D(a, e )c  Ck(a). Clearly, lim,_~0~ q(e)= ~c. Con- 
c¢ 
sider an e-finite cover of F 1 : 
F; = O D(aJ, Ej), ej <~ E. 
aJ E~ 
By the definition of q (e )  we have D(a;, ej) c Cq(~)(aj). From the defintiion 
(0.2) of the metric d it follows that D(aJ, ej) = Cl(aJ). Furthermore we can 
choose the minimal e; given by (2.4) with k = l ) -  2 when lj > 2. To 
estimate A'~ from below we need to estimate 
lj-1 1 • 
Z i~=1 ba~J)alJ+)l) , a j = (a~J))~ ~ ~/. 
a 3 
(2.5) 
Let u be the positive eigenvector of E~ ~: E~ Xu = ru, u = (u I . . . . .  u,)  T 
> 0. The assumption x < ~(E 1) yields that r > 1. Consider a matrix F 
which is diagonally similar to El: 
F = (fi2): = D-1E, D, D = diag{u]/x, . . . .  ul~/*}. 
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Observe that the sum of each row F” ’ is equal to r > 1. Hence there exists 
T > 0 such that 
(2.6) 
Thus to estimate (2.5) we will use (2.6). 
We claim that 
U cl,(d) = r;. P-7) 
a’& 
It is enough to assume that C,<uj> is not contained in any other czi, (a’), i.e., 
the cover lJ,, E d Clt, (aj) is minimal. Let Cl_(a”) be the longest cylinder 
among Cli, (a”), a’ EM. If E, = q(e), i.e., all Zj = 9(e), we have the equality 
in (2.7). Assume that I,,, > q(e). From the minimality of the cover it follows 
that the cylinder Clm _ ,(am) is not a subset of any Cll, (a”), ai EL& As 
U .,,,C41,(aj) = r;, f rom the assumption that I, is maximal we deduce the 
existence of G? CM with the following properties: 
lj = I,, %1(aj) = Cz,"-l(q~ d Es27 cd, 
Czm-da”) = u G,(aj>. 
a’ EL3 
Since 
we obtain 
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Thus, replacing a minimal cover O~J ~ ~ Czj(aJ) by a minimal cover 
c, j am, u( U 
we reduce the value of the left-hand side of the inequality in (2.7). Hence the 
left hand side of (2.7) is minimal when lj = q(e) for each aJ ~¢,  and (2.7) 
follows. 
As lim k _~ uk(F ° *) = 0c, from (2.6) we deduce that h(d, x) for F~ is 
equal to ~. Hence dimn. ~ F~ ~> x and dimn, B F 1 >~ ~(B). Use the reverse 
inequality proved above to deduce the theorem. • 
Let N be the set of positive integers, and let J = (1)~ be the fiat matrix 
all whose entries are equal to 1. Let 0 < r < 1, and consider a metric (0.2) 
on (n >N induced by B = ~'J. Then d is Lipschitz equivalent to the following 
standard metric on (n >N: 
dT((a , )~, (b i )~)  = max'r '-1 ham(a , ,b , ) ,  
l<~i 
05 
(a i ) l ,  (bi)  1 ~ <n> N. (2.8) 
Here ham :Z X Z --4 Z+ is the Hamming distance, i.e. ham(x, y) = 1, x 4: y. 
Let F c (n> x (n ) ,  and assume that F has a cycle. Clearly, p(tA(F))  = 
tp(F), t ~ R+. Use Lemma 2.1 to deduce 
log p(r) 
6(pA(F) )  logr_ ~ , 0< ~-< 1. 
The following corollary to Theorem 2.2 is well known: 
COROLLARY 2.9. Let F c ( n ) X ( n ) be a digraph containing a cycle. 
Fix 0 < T < 1. Then the Hausclorff dimension of F ~ with respect to the 
metric (2.8) is equal to log p(F) / log  r -  1. 
We now characterize a wide class of pseudometrics of the form (0.2) for 
which the Hansdorff dimension of F °~ is of the form log p (F ) / log7  -1, 
where A c (N)  X (N)  is a digraph induced by B. 
THEOREM 2.10. Let F c (n)  × (n) ,  and assume that F contains a 
cycle. Fix 0 < ~- < 1, and let M = (mij) ~' be a nonnegative matrix with 
integer entries such that F(M)  = F. Let A be the foUowiug digraph obtained 
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from F. On each directed edge (i, j )  ~ F in~ert m,j - 1 new vertices ~o that 
the edge ( i , j )  becomes a directed path of length m,j and no other edges are 
inserted. Then 
log p (A)  
dimn, B F ~ 
log r 1 
n 
B=(b , j ) , ,  b, j=rm',  fo r ( i , j )  e r ,  h , j=O ( i , j )  e r .  
Proof. Let d be the metric on r ~ induced by B. Any a = (ai) ~ ~ r ~ 
describes an infinite walk in F starting at the vertex a 1. Extend each edge 
(ai,ai+l) in F to a chain of length mij in A. Then the infinite path a in F 
induces an infinite path ~b(a) ~ A ~. Thus we obtain a map 4, : F ~ ~ A ~. On 
A m we consider the metric d~ given by (2.8). From the definitions of d and 
d~ it follows that ~b is an isometry. Hence dimn, 8 F~ = dimn,~l~b(F~) • Let 
¢r :A ~ ~ A ~, ~r((ai) 1) = (a~) 2 be the shift map. It is straightforward to see 
that A ® l : ¢~(r  ~) = I.Ji= 0 o'~(q~(F~)) for some 1 >~ O. Since the map ~r i
o'~(~b(F~)) and its inverse are Liptschitzian with respect to the metrics on 
F ~, A ~ for each i, we deduce 
dimH,~] = dJmH.¢] o' i (~b(F~)),  i = 1 . . . . .  
Hence dimH, B F~ = dimn,~l A®. Use Corollary 2.9 to deduce the theorem. 
COROLLARY 2.11. Let F c <n> × <n> be a digraph with a cycle. As- 
sume that B = (bij) ~ >~ O, F(B)D F has the F-cycle property. Suppose 
furthermore 
log bij 
log bpq 
- -  ~ Q, ( i , j ) ,  (p ,  q) ~ F. 
Then there exists a digraph A on N vertices and 0 < t < 1 such that 
log p (A)  
dim/4, B r~ - 
log t -  1 
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Proof. It ig gtraightforxvard to ghow the oxigtoneo of C gatigfying the 
following conditions: 
n 
c = >/0,  r (c )  = r ,  
cq =bq = r"'J, m~j~Z,  ( i , j )  ~ F, 0 < r< 1. 
Clearly, dim n, B F= = dim n, c F=. As C has the F-cycle property, we apply 
Lemma 1.3 to deduce the existence of A which satisfies the assumptions of 
Theorem 2.10, and the theorem follows. • 
Let X be a compact metric set. Let X( t, t > 0, be the t-Hausdorff  
measure. (see for details [5]). yg~t is called a finite positive measure if 
0 <,,Wt(X) < o0. X t is called positive (r-finite if there is a decomposition 
X = O.=l Xi to Borel sets such that 0 <Xc't(Xi) < ~, i = 1 . . . . .  The results 
of Mauldin and Williams yield 
THEOREM 2.12 [15]. Let the assumptions of Theorem 2.2 hold. Then 
~(B)  is positive (r-finite. ,,qg~(B) is positive finite if and only if the following 
conditions hold: Let E 1 . . . . .  Ep be all nonzero irreducible diagonal blocks of 
the Frobenius form of B. Assume that 6( E i) = 6( Ej) = 6(B), 1 4 i < j  ~< p. 
Then there is no edge in F that connects two subgraphs F(Ei), F(Ej). 
Let the assumptions of Theorem 2.2 hold. Suppose furthermore that 
F(B)  is strongly connected. According to Theorem 2.12, Jt ~s(B) is positive and 
finite. The results of Bedford [1] yield that Y¢~(~) is equivalent o a unique 
Gibbs measure v. In particular, dim n, B V, the Hausdorff  dimension of v, is 
equal to dim n, B F=- Recall that for any finite positive Borel measure /z on a 
compact metric space X with pseudometric d, 
dimn,~l /x := inf dimtt,d Y. 
YcX, g(Y)= ~z(X) 
In [8] we construct more general metrics d on F ~ for which there exist 
shift invariant probability measures v such that dimn, d v = dimn, a F~. 
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3. L IM IT  SETS OF GROUPS OF ISOMETRIES  ACT ING 
ON TREES 
Let g -  be an infinite tree. That is, 3 -= (V, E), where V is an infinite set 
of vertices and E c V × V a set of undirected edges with no loops, i.e. no 
edges of the form (v, v), v ~ V, so that g is connected and there are no 
cycles. 3-  is called locally finite if every vertex x ~ V has a finite degree 
deg(x). Given two distinct vertices x, y ~ V, then there exists a unique chain 
(geodesic) connecting x and y. Assume that the number  of the edges in this 
chain is m. For x = y we let m = 0. Fix h > 0. Define a metric on V by 
letting dg(x, y)  := mh. We call dg the h-graph metric. Fix a reference point 
o ~ V. Consider an infinite chain C starting from o. This is an infinite 
geodesic. We identify C (its end) with the unique boundary point c ~ ~J.  
We view C as the unique geodesic which connects o with c. We also identify 
the set of all finite geodesics from o with their end points V. The h-graph 
metric on V induces the following metric on the set of all finite and infinite 
geodesics from o. Let C1, C 2 be two distinct geodesics which have a maximal 
common chain o-x  1 . . . . .  x m. Then dist(C1, C 2) = e -hm= e -dg( ....... ). Set 
dist(C 1, C 1) = 0. It is straightforward to show that the set of all geodesics 
from o form a complete metric space with respect o dist. We view dist as a 
metric on V U ~, ,  and no ambiguity will arise. Moreover, the compactifica- 
tion on J with respect to the metric dist yields V to 3~, where c727- is a 
compact set with respect o the metric dist. Furthermore, c93- is a Cantorian 
set, i.e. totally disconnected. Let dim H c~J-denote the Hausdorff  dimension 
of ~3-with respect o dist. 
Choose a different reference point o' ~ V. Let c~ '  be the set of the 
infinite geodesics from o'. Let dist' denote the metric on V tj cgJ'. Assume 
that C, C' are two infinite geodesics tarting from o, o' respectively. Denote 
C ~ C' if C and C' have an infinite common chain. The above equivalence 
induces a one to one correspondence between cL~-and c~Y. We identify g -  
with ~ ' .  It is straightforward to show that the metrics dist and dist' are 
Lipschitz equivalent: 
dist(a, b) 
K 
~< dist ' (a,  b) ~< K dist(a, b ) ,  a ,b~VU~T,  
for some K >~ 1. Hence, d im n ~3-does not depend on the choice of o. 
Let ¢ : V ---) V be a bijection. (h is called a tree automorphism (isometry) 
if (~b(x), qb(y)) ~ E ~ (x, y) ~ E, i.e. dg(x, y) = dg(~b(x), ~b(y)). ~b is 
said to act freely if Vx ~ V, ~b(x) ~s x. Denote by Aut(3-) the group of 
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automorphisms of J .  Let G ~< Aut(o9 ~) be a group with acts freely on J .  
(Each ~b ~ G, ~b 4= e, acts freely on J..) It is known that G is a free group 
[19]. Assume that G is finitely generated, i.e. G = (")t 1 . . . . .  ~k >- Let 
F = {( i , j ) : i , j  ~ (2k>, li - j l  * k} c <2k> × <2k> 
be the standard graph corresponding to a free group on k generators. That is, 
the generator T~ corresponds to the symbol i, i = 1 . . . . .  k, while T~-1 corre- 
sponds to the symbol i + k, i = 1 . . . . .  k. Set 
~,( j )  = ~,j, j = ~ . . . . .  k ,  ~ , ( j )  = .r22k, j = t, + 1 . . . . .  9k .  (3 .1 )  
Let a = (ai) ~ ~ F ~. Then a induces the following infinite reduced word: 
w(a)  = T(a l ) . . .  y (a , ) . . . .  
Let a = (ai)q c F q and set 
w(aq) = ~(a,) . . .  r(aq) 
to be the reduced word of length q corresponding to aq. We associate with 
any a ~ F ~ a unique point c(a) ~ 0Jas  follows. Let C(a q) be the unique 
chain in J-which joins o and w(aq)o. If C(a q) converges to a unique infinite 
chain C(a) starting at the o, then c(a) is identified with (the end point of) 
C(a). We claim that this is the case when ~-is locally finite. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let 3 -be  an infinite locally finite tree. Assume that 
G ~< Aut(oq) is a free group on k generators Yl . . . . .  Tk which acts freely on 
J .  Let s ~ N be given. Then there exists t = t(s)  ~ N with the following 
property: Let b be any reduced word on T1 . . . . .  Tk, of  length r > t(s). Write 
b = ab', where a is a reduced word of  length t(s)  and b' is a reduced word of 
length r - t(s). Let C(b)  and C(a) denote the two chains connecting o to bo 
and to ao respectively. Then C(b)  and C(a) have a common subchain 
starting f rom o which has at least s + 1 vertices. In particular, for  any 
a = (a~)~ ~ F ~ the sequence of chains {C((a,)q)}~= 1 converges to a unique 
finite infinite chain C( a) starting f rom o. 
Proof. Set D(r,  o) = (v: v ~ V, dg(v, o) ~< r}. As g is locally finite, 
then for any r > 0, D(r,  o) is a finite set. Let 
U(o) = Go c V, 
U(r ,o )  = U(o)  (SD( r ,o ) ,  G( r ,o )  ={g:gEG,  go~ U( r ,o )} .  
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As U(r, o) is finite and C acts freely, we have that C(r, o) is finite. Let 
/z(r, o) denote the maximal ength of all elements in G(r, o) written as 
reduced words in the generators gl . . . . .  3'k. Set 
K(o) = max dg(%o,o) .  
l<~i<~k 
We claim that the proposition holds for t(s) = tz(K(o) + sh, o) + 1, s >_- 1. 
We prove the first claim of the proposition by induction on the length of b. 
Assume that the length of b is Iz(K(o) + sh, o) + 2. Let b = ab', b' = y(i), 
where the length of a is /~(K(o) + sh, o) + 1. Then the chain C(b) is 
obtained as follows. First consider the chain C(a) from o and ao. Then 
consider the chain C' from ao mad a(b'o). The chain C(b) is obtained by 
joining C(a) to C' and canceling the edges which we traverse twice. As 
b' = Y(i), i ~ (2k) ,  and G is a group of isometries of J,, we see that the 
length of C' is at most K(o). As the length of the word a is Iz(K(o) + sh, o) 
+ 1, it follows that dg(ao, o) > K(o) + sh. Hence by joining the chain C(a) 
and C' we cancel at most K(o)/h edges. That is, C(a) and C(b) have at 
least a common chain having s + 1 vertices tarting from o. Assume now that 
the lemma holds for words c whose length is tz(K(o) + sh, o) + m, m >1 2. 
Let b be a reduced word of length tz(K(o) + sh, o) + m + 1. Set b = cb", 
where c is a reduced word of length tz(K(o) + sh, o) + m + 1 and b" is a 
word of length 1. From the above arguments it follows that C(b) and C(c) 
have a common chain,with at least s + 1 vertices, which starts from o. The 
induction hypothesis yields that C(a) and C(c) have a common chain, with at 
least s + 1 vertices, which starts from o. Hence C(b) and C(a) have a 
common chain, with at least s + 1 vertices, which starts at o. This proves the 
first part of the proposition. 
As for the second part, let a ~ F °°. Fix k >/ 1. Let x k ~ C(a t(k)+l), 
dg(xk, o) = kh. From the above arguments it follows that C(a) is the chain 
o - -  x I . . . . .  x k . . . .  . • 
Assume that Y is an infinite locally finite tree and G ~< Aut(,9'-) a free 
finitely generated group which acts freely. Then each infinite reduced word 
w(a), a ~ F ~, in G induces an infinite chain C(a) according to Proposition 
3.2. Let c(a) ~ 03- be the induced point on the boundary of ~.. Then 
A(C)  = e : - :  = r 
is the limit set of G. The proof of Proposition 3.2 yields that the limit set 
A(G) c 0J ,  the set of all accumulation points of the countable set Go on 8~. 
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Hence the definition of A(G) is independent of the generators of C. Fix a set 
of free generators Tl . . . . .  Tk. Then A(G) is isomorphic to F ~, and the metric 
on A(G) c aJ-induces a metric on A ~. Denote by dim n A(G) the Hausdorff 
dimension of A(G) with respect o the metric dist. 
Assume that G ~< Aut(o~) acts freely on J.. Define the limit set of G, 
A(G) c c~,, to be the set of all accumulation points of the countable set Go 
on c~.. It is straightforward to show that A(G) is the minimal closed subset of 
43-which contains A(H)  for any finitely generated subgroup H ~< G. 
THEOREM 3.3. Let 3-= (V, E) be an infinite locally finite tree with the 
h-graph metric dg. Let dist be the induced metric on OJ.. Assume that 
G ~< Aut(,gD is a finitely generated free group of isometrics with respect o 
the h-graph metric, which acts freely. Then there exists a digraph I~(G) c 
(N)  X (N)  such that dim H A(G) = [log p(l~(G))]/h. I f  G is not gener- 
ated by one element, then p( l l (G))  > 1. 
Proof. Assume that a minimal set of generators of G is Y = {T1 . . . . .  3'k}. 
Let F c (2k> x (2k> be the graph corresponding to a free group on k 
generators. Identify A(G) with F ~, and let d be the induced metric on F ~ by 
dist. Suppose that k = 1. The A(G) consists of two points. Hence 
dim n A(G)= 0. Note that p (F )= 1. Let I~(G)= F, and the theorem 
follows in this case. 
If k > 1, set m = t (K (o ) /h )  + 1, where t(-), K(o) are defined as in 
Proposition 3.2 and its proof. We claim that there exists an integer fl((a~)'l ~) 
[depending only on a" = (ai)~ n ~ F m ] such that 
d( a, b) = e-hl3((a')~')d( ( ai)~, (b,)~), 
c~ ~o 
a = (as )  i , b = (b l )  1 E F ~, a ,=b, ,  i=  1 . . . . .  m. (3 .4 )  
Clearly, it is enough to assume that a ~ b. Assume that the infinite chains 
C(a),C(b) have in common exactly p + 1 vertices o-x 1 . . . . .  Xp. Then 
d(a, b) = e -ph .  According to Proposition 3.2, for q > t (p  + 1) the finite 
chains C((ai)~), C((b~) q) have common chains with C(a), C(b), respectively, 
having at least p + 2 vertices tarting from o. Hence, C((ai)ql) , C((bi)' [) have 
exactly in common the chain o-  x 1 . . . . .  xp. Assume that C((a~)lq), 
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C((b~)q) have Pl + 1, P2 + 1 vertices. Then 
Thus 
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dg(w((a,)~)o, o) = hpl, dg(w((b~)~)o, ) = hpz, 
dg(w((a,)q)o,w((b~)~)o = h(pl -p )  + h(p2 -p ) .  
dg(~((a,)~)o, w((b,)l~)O) 
log a(o, b~ = -dg(w((~,)~')o, o) - dg(w((b,)~)o, o) 
2 
Apply the same argument o a' = (ai) ~, b' = (b~) 2 to deduce that 
dg(w((a,)~)o,w((b,)~)o) 
log d(a',b') = -dg(w((a')q)°'  o) - dg(w((b,)~)o, o) 
2 
fo rq -  1 >t (p  + 1).Set 
- 2h/3 = dg(~(~ ~/~)o, w((b,)~)o) - dg(w((~,)l~)O, o) 
- dg(w(~b,~)o, o) - dg(~((~,)~)o, ~((b,)~)o) 
+ dg(w((a,)~)o, o) + dg(w((b,)~)o, o )  
We claim that the /3 depends only on (ai)~'. As G is a group of isometries, 
dg(w((a,)~)o,w((b,)~)o) = dg(w((a,)~)o,w((b,)~)o). 
Set 
h~, = dg(w((a,)ql)O, o) - dg(w((a,)q)o, o), 
h~ = dg(w((b,)~)o, o) - dg(w((b,)Z)o, o )  
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We claim that /31 and /32 depend only on (ai) ~. We first consider /31" 
Observe that 
dg(w((a,)~)o, o) = dg(w((a,)~)o, T(a~) ~o). 
Clearly, the chain C((ai) ~) connecting o with w((ai)~)o is the chain C(a I + 
k) connecting o with T(a 1 + k)o plus the chain C' connecting 3~(al + k)o 
with w((ai)~)o. (Here a 1 + k is taken modulo 2k). Let can be the length of 
a chain on which we travel twice (in the opposite directions) going first along 
the chain C(a 1 + k) and then along the chain C'. A straightforward argument 
shows that can can be computed as follows: Let C" = C((a~)~) n C(a 1 + k) 
be the joint part of these two chains. Then can is dg(T(al)o, o/h minus the 
length of C". Hence h/31 = 2can - dg(3,(al)o, o). It is left to show that 
can depends only on the vector (ai)~ '~. We claim that C" = C((ai) ~) (~ C(a 1 
+ k). Observe that the length of the word (a i )~ ~ is t(K(o)/h).  Hence, for 
q > m, by Proposition 3.2, C((a~)~) and C((ai)~ ~) have a common chain of 
length K(o)/h at least, starting from o. By the defintiion K(o) >i dg(T(a~ + 
k)o, o). Hence C" = C((ai)'2") ~ C(a I + k). Thus ~1 i s  dependent only on 
(a~)~ ". Similarly /32 depends only on (bl) ? = (a~)?. That is, /3 =/31((a~)~'~). 
Let F(m - 1) c (n)  × (n) ,  n = 2k(2k - 1) " -2  be the graph defined 
in the beginning of Section 1. Set 
b n 
m -- 1 m F m 1 ~ m e h~((f,n)), ~=(a~) 1 , r /=(a i )  2 • (~:,~) =(a , ) l ,  
rn -2  
ben= 0, ~:=(a,)1-1, r /=(b , )?  -1 ~ F m-l, 0< E la,+~-b,l" 
1 
As k > 1, F is strongly connected. More precisely, any pair of vertices in 
F is connected by a directed path of length 2. Clearly, F ~ is infinite (in fact 
uncountable). It is straightforward to show that F(m - 1) is also strongly 
connected. As F ~ and F(m - 1) ~ are isomorphic, it follows that p(F(m - 
1)) > 1. Use (3.4) and Lemma 1.3 to deduce that the metric d is equivalent 
to the pseudometric d s on F (m-  1) ~. Therefore dim n A(G)= 
dimn, B F(m - 1) ~. Set ~" = e -h, and use l~mma 1.3 to deduce the existence 
of A satisfying (1.4). Set h' = h/L .  Then t = e h'. Combine Theorem 2.2 
and I~mma 2.1 to deduce that dina H A(G) > 0. Let A(G) be the graph 
constructed from F(m - 1) and the matrix (nij),( i , j)  ~ F(m - 1), as indi- 
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eated in Theorem 2.10. Lemma 1.3 and Theorem 2.10 yield that 
cl imn,  n r (m - 1) ~ = d imn,  n r (m - l )  ~ 
log p (A(G) )  log p(A(G) )  L 
= >0.  
h' h 
Let P = A(A(G)) be the 0-1 matrix corresponding to the digraph A(G). 
Consider the matrix E = P ® -.- ® P (L times) tensor (Kronecker) product 
of P. See for example [13]. It is well known that p(E)  = p(p)L.  Clearly, E is 
also 0-1 matrix. Let ~(G)  be the graph induced by E. Then A(g}(G)) = E, 
p(l~(G)) = p(A(G)) L, and the theorem follows. • 
In a recent paper Hersonsky and Hubbard [12] gave a formula for the 
Hansdorff dimension of A(G), where G satisfies the assumptions of Theorem 
3.3. Their formula is essentially the formula of Mauldin and Williams [15, 
Theorem 2.2]. Furthermore, they observed the following characterization f 
dim H A(G): Let IG(o, r)[ denote the number of elements of Go contained in 
the ball of radius r centered at o with respect o the h-graph metric dg. (See 
the notation in the beginning of the proof of Theorem 3.3.) Then 
l og lG(o ,  r ) l  
lim sup dim n A(G) .  (3.4) 
r - -~  oc ' r  
4. INVARIANTS OF FINITELY GENERATED SUBGROUPS OF 
FINITELY GENERATED FREE GROUPS 
Let F be a finitely generated free group generated by a minimal set of 
generators S = {fl . . . . .  f~}, r >~ 1. Associate with the pair (F, S) the Cayley 
t ree~((F,S) .  Here V= F and (u ,v )  ~ E ¢* u - lv  ~ S U S -1. Let l(u) 
denote the length of the word u ~ F expressed as a reduced word in S. Here 
l(e) = O, where e is the identity element of F. Fix h > 0 and define 
dg(u, v) = hl(u 1 v), u, v ~ F. Clearly, F acts as the group of isometrics on 
~Tt~F, S) by the multiplication from the left on F with respect o the h-graph 
metric dg. Furthermore, F acts freely. Let F c (2 r )  × (2r )  be the graph 
induced by the free group of the r generators. Then 03Z(F, S) = A(F), and 
this limit set is isomorphic to F ~. The metric dist on O~£(F, S) is the metric 
(2.8) on F ~° with ~" = e -h. As the sum of each row of A(F) is equal to 
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2r - 1, Corollary 2.9 yields 
dim u O~(F, S) : dim n A(F )  
log(2r -  1) 
h 
Let G < F be a finitely generated nontrivial subgroup of F. Then 
G ~< Aut~'(F, S), which acts freely. We now give a closed formula for 
dim u A(G). Recall the Schreier method for G ~ F. See for example [11, 
Chapter 7]. In particular, for any Schreier system of the representation f F 
in terms of right cosets of G, one obtains a set of free generators Y which 
possess ignificant factors. That is, for each y G Y we may select factors a~ 
and ai -1 from the reduced forms of y, y 1 respectively: 
y = a i " "  a i " "  a t , 
y -1  = a~l  . . .  a~ l  . . .  a~ l ,  
a 1 . . . . .  at E { f l , f l  1 . . . . .  f r ,~r r  1} ,  
such that in any product 
ZW,  Z -"~ W -1  , z ,w E Y U Y -1 , 
the cancellation does not reach the significant factor in z and w. Further- 
more, it is possible to choose Y to have the central significant factors. That is, 
if y has odd length, then a~ is the central term, while if y has even length, 
then a i is one of the two central terms. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let F be a free group on a minimal set of generators 
S = {fl . . . . .  fr}. Let ~'~F, S) denote the 2r-regular Cayley tree. Fix h > O, 
and let dg = hi(u-Iv),  u,v ~ F, be the h-graph metric on F. Let dist 
denote the induced metric A(F). Let G <<. F be a finitely generated free 
subgroup generated by a minimal set of generators Y = {'/1 . . . . .  ~/k} possess- 
ing the central significant factors. Let F c (2k> x (2k)  denote the graph 
corresponding to a free group on k generators. Set 
r(2) :=  ( ( ( i , j ) , ( j , k ) ) : ( i , j ) , ( j , k )  ~ r} c r x r.  
l (3, ( i )3, ( j ) )  + l (T ( j )3 ' (k ) )  - l (3,( i ))  - l (T (k ) )  
m(i , jX j ,  k) = 2 
( i , j ) ,  ( j ,  k) ~ F. 
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(See (3.1)). Then each m(~,j×j, k) is a positive integer which is the length of the 
uncanceled part of Y(j) in the reduced word corresponding to Y( i )y( j )y( k ). 
Let A(G) denote the graph obtained from F(2) using m(i,j×j ' k), ((i, j), (j, k)) 
F(2), as described in Theorem 2.10. Set p(G) = p(A(G)). Then 
log p( G) 
dim u A(G)  h 
Proof. Observe first that 2m'ij := l(y( i)  + I(T(j))  - l(T(i)y(j)) is twice 
the length of the word which is canceled to obtain the reduced form of 
T(i)T(j). Since Y possesses the central significant factors, it follows that 
m((i,j),(j,k) = I(Tj) -m' i j  -nt}k is a positive integer which is equal to the 
length of the uncanceled part of Y(j) in the reduced word corresponding to
y(i)y(j)y(k). Let a = (ai)] ~ ~ F =, and set aq = (a) l  q, q = 1 . . . . .  Let w(a) 
and w(a q) denote respectively the infinite and the finite reduced words in G 
corresponding to a (as in the beginning of Section 3). Since Y possesses the 
central significant factors, it follows straightforwardly that 
q-2 
l(w(aq)) - 2L <~ E m(a, ..... ×a,+,,a,+2)~<l(w(aq)) + 2L, 
i=1 
q >/ 3, L = max 1(%). (4.2) 
l>i<~k 
Let d e be a metric on F(2) ~ induced by B = (e hmpq)(p,q) E F(2)" According 
to Theorem 2.10 climn, B = [log p(A(G))]/h. Recall that F °° ~ F(2) ~. From 
the above inequality we deduce that the metrics dist on A(G) and d B on 
F(2) ~ are Lipschitz equivalent. Hence the Hausdorff dimensions of A(G) and 
F(2) ~ with respect o dist and ds respectively coincide. • 
THEOREM 4.3. Let F be a free group on a minimal set of generators 
S = {f~ . . . . .  Jr}. Let ~'(F, S) denote the 2r-regular Cayley tree. Fix h > O, 
and let dg = hl(u ~v), u ,v  ~ F, be the h-graph metric on F. Let dist 
denote the induced metric A(F). Let H ~< G ~< F; then A(H) c A(F). If 
[G: H] < 0% then A(G) = A(H).  Assume furtherrrwre that G and H are 
finitely generated. Then 
[G :H]  <oo ¢. A (H)  =A(G)  ¢* dim uA(u)  =d im uA(G) .  
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Proof. We are going to use the following facts and notation: Let H ~< G 
~< F, and assume that H, G are finitely generated. We fix a minimal set of 
generators of Y = {3'1 . . . . .  3"k} in G having central significant factors. View- 
ing H as a subgroup of G, we fix a minimal set of generators Z = {61 . . . . .  t~q} 
in H having central significant factors with respect o the set of generators Y. 
It follows that Z possesses ignificant factors with respect to the generators 
{fl . . . . .  fr}" For g ~ G let l~(g)be  the length of g as a reduced word in Y. 
Set L 1 = maxl  <~j<~ q IG(t~j). For p ~ N we let T(p)  = {w ~ G : l c (w)  <~ p}. 
Let F c (2k)  × (2k) ,  qb c (2q)  × (2q)  be the graphs corresponding to 
free groups on k, q generators respectively. For (ai) ~ E F J, (bi) j ~ qbJ we 
denote by wr( (a i )  j) ~= G, Wz((bi) j) ~ H the induced words as in the 
beginning of Section 3. I f  we replace each 8(b i) in Wz((bi)~") by its 
= (bi) 1 ~ where expression in terms of Y, we obtain a map t,((bi) ~)  " '~ I ~'~, 
Wz((bi)~') = wy((/)i)~'). From Proposition 3.2 it follows that A(G), A (H)  are 
isomorphic to F ~, ~,  i.e. to all infinite reduced words in G, H with respect 
to Y, Z respectively. Similarly, for (ai)~ ~ F ~, (bi) ~ ~ dP °~ we denote by 
wy((a,)7) ~ A(G), Wz((b,)7) ~ A(]) the induced words as in the beginning 
of this section. I f  we replace each ~(b i) in Wz((bi) ~) by its expression in 
terms of Y, we obtain a map t : ~ ~ F ~. As Z has significant factors in Y, it 
follows that ~ is a continuous map in the Tychonoff topology. 
We now start the proof of the theorem. Let H ~< G ~< F. From the 
definitions of A (G) ,A(H)  we obtain that A (G)D A(H) .  Assume that 
[G:  H]  < ~. Then G = U~Hhi.  Set 
L z = max lG(hi) ,  L = max(L  1 ,Le) .  
l <~i <~m 
Suppose first that G is finitely generated. It is well known that H is finitely 
generated; e.g. [11]. We claim that ~ : ~ ~ F ~ is onto. Since ~ is continuous, 
it is enough to show that for a given a = (ai) ~ ~ F °~ and p > 1 there exists 
b =(b l )  1~ ~ such that ~(b) =(b i )  1 , "  ~ a i =/~i, i=  1 . . . .  . p. Let v = 
w((ai)P+ZL. Then v ~ Hhj and v = v'hj. Thus v' = vhj -1 = w((a,)  k') ~ H, 
k' ~> k + L. Rewrite v' = w((bi)~), (b,~ ~ ~J. Extend (b~)j to b = (b,)~ 
~o. Let t(b) = (c~)~ ~ F ~. Use the definition of L and the assumption that 
Z has central significant factors to deduce that a i = c~, i = 1 . . . . .  p. Thus 
t~ ~ = F ~ ~ A(G) = A(H) .  
Suppose that G is not finitely generated. Let G'~< G be a finitely 
generated subgroup. Then H '= G 'N  H has a finite index in G'. Thus 
A(G')  = A(H ' )  c A(H) .  As A(G) is the minimal closed set containing all 
A(G'),  it follows that A(G) c A(H) .  Hence A(G) = A(H) .  
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In what follows we assume that H -<< C and C, H are finitely generated. 
Suppose that A(G) = A(H) .  It is enough to show that G = HT(2L1). Let u 
be any finite reduced word in Y. Extend it to an infinite-reduced word 
w = uu' ~ A(G). Rewrite w = w((bi)~), (bi) ~ ~ ~.  In the infinite product 
w((b) l )  we mark the significant factor a (b  i) ~ Y t_) y-1 of each 3(bi). Let 
p be the minimal j such that w = w'a(bj)w" ~ A(G) and lc(w'~(bj)) >~ 
/c(u). Then u = w((b)~)t  for some t ~- T(2Ll).  Hence [G:  H]  < ~. This 
proves the equivalence [G:  H]  < ~ ~, A(G) = A(H) .  
Clearly, A(G) = A(H)  ~ dim H A(G) = dim u A(H) .  It is left to prove 
dim E A(G) = dim H A(H)  ~ A(G) = A(H).  Fix u ~ F. From the defini- 
tion of the metric on A(F)  it follows that there exists 1 ~< K(u) such that 
dist( v, w) 
r(u) ,K.< dist( uv, uw) <~ K (u)  dist( v, w ) Vv, w ~ A(F) .  
Let U c A(F). From definition of the Hausdorff dimension of U (with 
respect o the metric dist) and the above inequality it follows that dim n U = 
dim n u U. Hence for any finite set T c F we have the equality dim H TA(H)  
= dim n A(H) .  
Suppose first that A(G) = T(L I )A(H) .  Then dim n A(G) = dim n A(H) .  
We now show that [G:  H]  < 2. Let u ~- G, /c(u)  > 2L 1. Extend u to a 
reduced infinite word uu' ~- A(G). Then uu' = tw((bi)~), t E T(L1), b = 
(bi) ~ ~ qb ~. Mark in w(b) = w(~(b)) the significant factor a(b i) of each 
8(bi). Then uu' = tw(~(b)) = t'w'(L(b)) is the reduced infinite word in Y. 
Here t = t's -1, wO.(b)) = sw'(~(b)), where s is a reduced word in Y of 
length 0 ~ j  ~< L 1. s contains exactly all marked a(b~), i < 1. [If I = 1, then 
s does not contain any marked ¢e(bi).] Let u (p )  be the beginning part of 
t'w'(~(b)) up to ot(bp) [including oz(bp)] for p = l , . . . .  We claim that 
lc(u(1)) <~ 2Lj. Suppose first that l = 1. Then lc(t ' )  4 lc(t)  ~< El, and the 
first part of 8(b 1) up to a(b l) is at most L 1. Hence/c(u(1) )  ~< 2L 1. Assume 
now that l ~> 2. As each a( i )  is a central significant factor in 8(i), it follows 
that the number of generators of Y between any two adjacent a(bi), a(bi+ 1) 
in w(L(b)) is at most L 1. Hence the length of the first part of w'(~(b)) which 
starts after ot(bt_ l) in w(t(b)  and ends on ot(b 1) has length at most L 1 + 1. 
Since l > 1, we get lc(t') </c( t )  ~< L I. Hence lc(u(1)) <~ 2L 1. Let m be 
the maximal p such that lc(u(p))  <~/c(u). Then u = tw((bi)?)v, /c(v) ~< 
L 1. We claim that G = T(L1)HT(L1). Clearly, T (2L  1) = T(L1)eT(L1). If  
lc(u)  > 2L  1. by the previous argument we get that u ~ T(L1)HT(L1). In 
particular G = U~.t~y(Cl)(tHt-1)(ts). That is, G is a finite union of right 
cosets of the subgroups tilt-1. B. H. Neumann's lemma asserts that some 
tilt -1 has a finite index in G. Hence [G : H I  < 0o. 
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Assume now that A(G) 4: T(L1)A(H) .  Then k >~ 2. We show that 
dim n A(G) > dim n A(H) .  Let w((d~)~) ~ A(G) \T (L1)A(H) ,  (d,)~ ~ F ~. 
Since F (H)  is compact in the Tychonoff topology on A(F),  it follows that 
T(L1)A(H)  is also compact. Hence there exists p >/ 1 with the following 
property: For each b = (b ) t  E ~ and each t ~ T (L  1) set tw(L(b)) = 
w((cl)~), (cl)] ~ ~ F ~. Then (cl) ~' 4: (di){'. Without loss of generality we may 
assume that p > L1 + 1. Consider the equivalent representation of F ~ as 
F( p - 1) =. (See the beginning of Section 1.) That is, each vertex in F( p - 1) 
is (a , )~- I  ~ F p- l ,  a path of length p -  2 in F, while each edge in 
F (p  - 1) is ((a~) p-x, (a~)f, (a~){' ~ F p, a path of length p in F. Since Y i s  
strongly connected, it follows straightforwardly that F( p - i) is irreducible. 
Let • c F( p - 1) denote the subgraph obtained from F( p - 1) by deleting 
F ~ the edge corresponding to the path (dl)l p. Let ~b : ~ F( p - 1) ~ be the 
canonical isomorphism. We claim that qbL@ ~ c ~=. Indeed, for b = (bi)] ~ 
• = set ~(b) = (c~)] ~ ~ F ~. Then our claim is equivalent o the assertion 
(ci)jP+ j 1 4: (d~)~, j = 1 . . . . .  We now prove this assertion. 
Mark the signiiqcant factors a(bi), i = 1 . . . . .  in w((bi)l). Then the word 
corresponding to w((q) f  +J-1) must contain at least two significant factors, as 
the length of the maximal word in w(L(b)) which does not contain any 
significant factor is at most L~. Let c~(b m) be the first significant factor 
appearing in u = w((c~)p+J-~). Note that the length of the subword from the 
beginning of  u up to a(b m) [excluding ol(b,,)] is L 1 at most. Consider the 
infinite reduced word w I = w(L((b~),~)). Assume first that m = 1. Then u 
starts in either before or at most at a (b  l) in w 1. Then there exists t ~ G, 
I c ( t )<L  l, such that tw 1 =uu'  is a reduced word in A(G). As tw l 
T(L~)A(H),  we deduce that u 4: w((d~)~). Suppose that m > 1. Suppose 
first that u starts at a(bm). Then we proceed as above to deduce that 
u 4: w((di) f) .  Suppose now that u starts before a(bm). Consider the word 
w e = w(~(bi)m_ 1). The word u starts after c~(bm_ 1) and before a(b m) in u 2. 
Let t I be the part of 6(b m) which is canceled in the product ~ = 
~(bm_l)t3(bm). Let t 2 be the first part of u which comes from ~(b,n_ 1) in 
the product 7r. Assume first that t~. is an empty word. That is, erase some 
part of 6(b,~) at most up to a (b  m) in w I so that the resulting infinite reduced 
word in G starts with u. Thus there exists t ~ G, l c ( t )< L~ such that 
tw 1 = uu'. Hence u 4: w((di)~). Suppose that Ic(t 2) > 1. Set t = t~t~ ~ and 
note that t is a strict subword of 6(b m_ 1). Thus lc,(g) < L~. Also tw~ = uu' 
and u 4: u((d~)P~). This proves the ~b~(~ =) ~ ~.  
We now show that dim n A(G) > dim n A(H) .  Use the assumption that 
p - 1 > 1 and the construction of the matrix M(2) in Theorem 4.1 to 
deduce the existence of a nonnegative integer matrix B( p - 1) = (bij)~, 
n = 2k(2k - 1) p-2, F (B(p  - 1)) = F (p  - 1) such that the metric dist on 
A(G) is equivalent o the metric dn on F (p  - 1) ~. Then dim n A(G)= 
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dimu.~ F (p  - 1) = = 6(B)  (Theorem 2.2). l~t  C = (c~j) I' be a matrix ob- 
tained from B by replacing bij by 0 if ( i , j )~  F(p -  1 ) \4 .  Clearly 
F(C) = 4 .  Then the restriction of d B on W= is induced by d c. As C <<, B, 
C ¢ B, and B is irreducible, it follows from the proof of Lemma 2.1 that 
6(C) < 6(B).  Use Theorem 2.2 and the fact that e(I) = c H = to deduce 
dim n A(G)  = 6(B)  > 6(C)  
= d imH,B~ ~ >t dimlf, B tC I~ ~ = dimtf A (H  ). 
The proof of the theorem is completed. 
Let F = ( f l  . . . . .  fr>, r >~ 2, be a free group. Denote by F l the commu- 
tator group. We claim that A(G) = A(F1). Indeed, let u ~ A(F) be an 
infinite reduced product of the given generators. Then for any k > 1 one can 
find a commutator [a, b] = aba- lb -  l such that the infinite reduced products 
corresponding to [a, b][a, b] "" and u start with the same word of length at 
least k. Hence A(F )= A(FI). As [F:  F 1] = ~, we obtain that the last 
assertion of Theorem 4.3 may fail if H ~< G and [G : H ] = ~. 
Let G ~< F be a finitely generated subgroup. For t ~> 0 let N(G, t) be 
the number of words in G of length at most t in the generators S = 
{fl . . . . .  fr}- Assume that on 3g(F, S) we choose the standard graph metric 
(h = 1). Use (3.4) and Theorem 4.1 to deduce that 
log N( G, t) 
lim sup log p(G) .  
t - - ,~ t 
THEOREM 4.4. Let F be a free group on a minimal set of generators 
S = {f~ . . . . .  fr}, r >1 2. Assume that G <~ F is a finitely generated subgroup. 
For t >_, 0 let N( G, t) be the number of words in G of length at most t in the 
generators S = {fl . . . . .  fr}" Let p(G) be defined as in Theorem 4.1. I f  G is 
not generated by one element, i.e. p(G) > 1, then there exist two positive 
constants K 2 > K 2 > 0 such that 
p(C)' < N(C, t) < I(2 p(C)',  t >/0. 
Proof. It is enough to prove the theorem for t ~ N. Assume that G is 
generated by a minimal set of generators Y = {Yl . . . . .  Yk}, k >_-2. Let 
F c (2k)  × (2k)  be the graph corresponding to the free group on k 
generators. As k >~ 2, we have that F and F(2) are strongly connected. I~t  
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A(C) be the graph defined in the Theorem 4.1. It i~ ~traightforward to ~how 
that A(G) is connected. We first show that 
p=k+21 
N(C, k) ~ E lip(A(A(G))). (4.5) 
p=0 
Suppose that l(w(aq))<~ k. Then the sequence (ai) q induces the path 
(a 1, a2)-(a z, a a) . . . . .  (aq_ 1, aq) in F(2). This path induces a unique path in 
A(G). Note that if a q ~ b p, then the corresponding paths in A(G) are 
distinct. The definition of A(G) yields that the length of the induced path in 
A(G) by a q is given by 
q-2 
E m(ai,ai+l)(a~+l,a~+~)" 
i=1 
From (4.2) we deduce that the length of this path is at most l(w(aq)) + 2L 
~< k + 2 L. Note that the number of paths of length p in A(G) is Up(A(A(G)), 
the sum of all entries of A(A(G)) p. Hence (4.5) holds. We now show the 
opposite inequality: 
k-2L 
N(G,k )  >1 K 3 E Up( A(A(G) ) ) ,  k > 2L. (4.6) 
p=0 
In the graph A(G) mark with red color all the original vertices of F(2) and 
with white color all other vertices obtained by the process described in 
Theorem 2.10. Consider a finite path in A(G) of length p >~ L, where L is 
given in (4.2). Delete from the beginning and the end of this path the 
minimal number of vertices marked in white so that the resulting path will 
start and end on red vertices. Assume that we have 'also one trivial path of 
length 0. We assume that the trivial path starts and ends at some red vertex. 
Hence there exists K a >/ 1 such that the number of paths of length less than 
or equal to p in A(G) is less than K 3 times the number of paths in A(G) of 
length p at most which start and end on red vertices. In view of (4.2), each 
path of length l which starts and ends on the red vertices gives rise to a 
unique word w(a q) of length l + 2L at most. Hence (4.6) holds. 
It is straightforward to show that for any square nonnegative irreducible 
matrix A there exist two positive constants 0 < K 4 < K 5 such that 
K4P( A) p <~ vp( A) <~ K5P( A) p, p = 0 . . . . .  
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See for example the arguments in [9]. Combine (4.5), (4.6) with the above 
inequality and the inequality p(G) > 1 to deduce the theorem. • 
Recall that two subgroups of a group are called commensurable if their 
intersection has a finite index in both of them. Use Theorems 4.1, 4.3, and 4.4 
to deduce: 
COROLI-~aY 4.7. Let F be a free group on r >t 2 generators. Assume 
that G <<, F is a finitely generated subgroup. Associate with G the algebraic 
number p(G) given in Theorem 4.1. Assume that H <~ F is finitely generated. 
If there exists u E F such that G and uHu-1 are commensurable, then 
p(G) = p(H). I f  p(G) ~ p(H), then G and uHu -1 are not commensurable 
for any u E F. 
If G ~< F, a finitely generated subgroup of a finitely generated free group, 
then p(G) can be computed by using any minimal set of generators using the 
proof of Theorem 3.3 for the tree 3Z~(F, S). Namely, p(G) = p(l~(G)). 
5. THE MODULAR GROUP 
In this section we discuss applications of the results in Sections 3-4 to 
finitely generated free subgroups of the modular group PSL(2, Z )= 
SL(2, Z)/{ +_ I}. We view the modular group as a discrete group of M6bius 
transformations on the upper half plane H 2: 
PSL(2, Z) := {f :  f ( z )  = - -  
az +b 
cz +d'  
a ,b ,c ,d  ~ Z, ad -  bc = 1, z ~ Z}. 
It is well known that PSL(2, Z) is an amalgamated product Z/2Z *Z/3Z 
where the generators of the groups Z/2Z mad Z /3Z  are S and T respec- 
tively: 
1 1 
s (z )  = - -  T (z )  
z '  z+ l  
See for example [18]. The Bruhat-Tits tree associated with PSL(2, Z) is 
defined as follows (e.g. [20]). I_~t 
H( (1 ,0 ) )  = {z :~z  >t 1} 
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be a closed horoball in j 2. Set 
\ 
U = H2~ ~.J f (H(1 ,O) ) .  
\ fE PSL(2, Z) 
Let Q be the domain bounded by the following three horocycles: 
rE--i- 1 
~z=l ,  z 2 2 '  z -  1 + - - -~  =~,  
which correspond to the horoballs H((1, 0)), H((0, 1)), H((1, 1)) respectively. 
Then 
f (Q) .  
f~ PSL(2, Z) 
Two domains f (Q) ,  g(Q)  are said to be neighbors if their boundaries 
intersect (necessarily at one point). Equivalently, f (p ) ,  g (p )  are neighbors if 
both of them are bounded by two common horocycles. Pick up o ~ Q. Then 
The Bruhat-Tits tree is ~Y-= (V, E), where V = PSL(2, Z)o, and ( f (o) ,  g(o)) 
E iff f (Q) ,  g(Q) are neighbors. ~Y- is a regular trivalent tree on which 
PSL(2, Z) acts as a group of tree isometrics. The boundary 3 J  is a totally 
disconnected Cantorian set. Each boundary point s ~ ~ 3:  corresponds to an 
infinite reduced product in S, T as follows. Let 
w((a , )~)  = ST a~ "" ST"' ,  a i ~- (2>, 1 = 1 . . . . .  k. 
Then all the reduced words in S, T are of the form 
e, S, w((a~)~),  Sw((a , )~) ,  w( (a i )~)S ,  Sw( (a , )~)S ,  k = 1 . . . . .  
These reduced words are identified with V. The infinite reduced words 
(( w a~) 1 = ST`ZIST z`2 "" ST"' "" 
Sw a i )  1 = T`Z'ST ~z "'" ST 'z' "" ,  
co  
(a,)  1, a, ~ (Z>, i = 1 . . . .  
are identified with the limit points of the sequences w((aYl)O , Sw((ai)~)o , 
k = 1 . . . . .  respectively. Set h = log2 to deduce that dim n 35 r= 1. 
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Let F < PSL(2, Z) be the standard free subgroup of index 6 on the 
following two generators: 
Z 
f l ( z )  = z + 2, f z (z )  2z + l (5.1) 
Then F ~< Aut J ,  which acts freely on J .  As [PSL(2, Z): F] = 6, we 
deduce that A (F )= cgJ. In what follows we assume that G is a finitely 
generated group of F. We then apply the results of Sections 3-4 to G. For 
example dim n G = 1 ~ [F : G] < 2. It is interesting to relate the results of 
Sections 3-4 for G to the Hausdorff dimension of the limit set of G viewed 
as a Fuchsian group acting on the upper half plan H 2. See for example [17] 
for the notions and the results used in the sequel. 
The limit set L(G) is the set of accumulation points of Go on the closed 
circle. 
S 1 = R U oo = cgH 2. 
Note that L(PSL(2, Z)) = L(F)  = S 1. We equip R c S 1 with the Riemani- 
ann metric 2 dx/(1 + x2), which gives the Lebesgue measure on S ~. Let 
dim L(G) be the Hausdorff dimension of L(G) with respect o the standard 
metric on S 1. Clearly, dim L(PSL(2, Z)) = dim L(F)  = 1. Every point x 
S 1 is a limit point of either of the sequences w((ai)~)o, k = 1 . . . . .  or 
Sw((ai)~)o, k = 1 . . . . .  which are denoted by wo and Swo, where w = 
w((ai)~). By considering the action of PSL(2, Z) on J it follows that to every 
point 
X ~ S I~ U f(oo) 
\ f~ PSL(2, Z) 
corresponds a unique infinite product which is either wo or Swo. Any point 
of the form f (~)  has two representations. For example, the point ~ has the 
following two representations: 
w((,,,),)o, w'=Sw((b,)l)o, a,=l ,b,=2, . . . . .  
The two representations of f(oo) would correspond to the two infinite 
reduced words induced by fw  and fw'. 
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We now prove the analog of Theorem 4.3 for subgroups of F: 
THEOREM 5.2. Let F = (f), fz)  <<- PSL(2, Z) be the Fuchsian group 
generated by the elements' (5.1). Let H <~ G <~ F be finitely generated sub- 
groups. Then 
[G :H]  <~ ¢~ L(H)  =L(G)  ¢~ dimL(H) =dimL(G) .  
Proof. The implication 
[G :H]  <oc ~ L(H)  =L(G)  =~ d imL(H)  =d imL(G)  
follows as in the proof of Theorem 4.3. Suppose that [G : H ] = o0. Then the 
proof of Theorem 4.3 shows that A(H)  can be presented as a SSFT (see 
Section 1) of A(G). Use the results of Bowen [3] to deduce dim L(G) > 
dim L( H ). • 
Assume that G satisfies the assumption of Theorem 5.2. It is of interest o 
find out the relations between dim u A(G) and dim L(G). There exists an 
analogous problem for the measures induced by G. Theorem 2.12 implies 
that the Hausdorff measure corresponding to t = dim H A(G) is positive 
finite on A(G). On the other hand, G induces the Patterson measure on 
L(G); see [17]. What are the relations between these two measures? We 
discuss this problem for the group F satisfying the assumptions of Theorem 
5.2. 
Let F c (2 r )  × (2r ) ,  r > 1, be the graph induced by a free group on r 
generators. On F ~ assume the standard metric (2.8). Then the Hausdorff 
measure ~¢,t t = ( log2r - D / log  ~.-1 is a multiple of the Parry measure h: 
1 
A(C((a,)~)) = 2r (2r -  1) k - ' '  (a,)~ ~ r k, k = 1, . . . .  
We view h (with r = 2) as the Hausdorff measure on A(G). A induces the 
following probability measure ~ on S 1 = L(F). The fundamental domain 
D(F) of F is 
D(F) = {z :0  < ~z ,  -1  ~< ~z  ~< 1, 1 ~< 12z + 11, 1 ~< 12z - 11}. 
Then the cylindrical set C((a,)~) c F ~ corresponds to d((a~)~) c S ~, the 
part of S 1 inside the complete geodesic line which bounds f~ ... fakD(F) 
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"from above" and separates it from D(F). For details see [3]. In particular 
6 ( (1 ) )  = [1,~1, 
d(2)  = [o, 1l, 
6(3)  = - 11, 
6(4)  = [ -1 ,0 ] .  
Then X(6((a,)~)) = A(C((a,)lk)). Let T :  S 1 ~ S x be the continuous ,nap 
T(x) =f l (x ) ,  x ~ 6(3) ,  
T(x) =A(x) ,  x e 6 (4) ,  
T(x) =hi (x ) ,  X ~ C(1) ,  
T(x) =f21(x),  x ~ 6(2). 
The intervals C((i)), i = 1, 2, 3, 4, form a Markov partition of S 1. The action 
of T on S 1 is equivalent o the action of the shift o" on F =. T is C 1, 
expansive, and intrinsically ergodic. The measure A (A) is the unique measure 
with the maximal Kolmogorov-Sinai entropy of T (o-). The Patterson mea- 
sure of F is given by die = dx/7"r(1 + x'2). Clearly, #^ is the Hausdorff 
measure on S 1. The results of Bowen [3] yield that/x and A are equivalent. It 
is interesting to note that dix/d,~ is not bounded at f (~),  f ~ F. We show 
that for the point w. Consider the interval [2m, 2m + 1], 0 < m ~ Z. Then 
Tm[2m, 2m + 1] = [0, 1]. Hence [2rn, 2m + 1] = C((ai)7 '+ 1). Thus 
1 
A([2m, 2m + 1]) m = 0 
4 3 m' X 
Clearly, 
1 1 
7r(1 + (2m + 1) 2 ) 
< /z([2m, 2m + 1]) < 
"rr(1 + 4m 2) ' 
m=0,  . . . .  
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